In the digital world in which we are living, the intellectual property protection becomes a concern especially with the proliferation of files transfer over networks. The ability to access data such as text, images, video, and audio has become quicker and easier for people with little to no knowledge of technology. In this paper, a robust watermarking scheme based on the original image content is proposed and simulated. Steerable pyramid transform is used as an embedding domain to its good spatial-frequency characteristics, and its wide applications in the image/video coding standards. The embedding process aims to insert some information in a digital document to identify its owner later. This process requires the original image to be protected and the watermark image related to the image's owner. It needs also a threshold value used by Sobel-Feldman operator to extract the original image features. The embedding of the watermark image is performed in high frequency components of the original image. Experimental evaluation demonstrates that the proposed watermarking scheme is able to withstand a variety of attacks and at the same time provide good visual quality of the watermarked image.
Introduction
With the extreme development of network technology and internet, the protection of intellectual property and authentication become very important. To secure and limit the illegal distribution of digital images, many solutions are proposed in the literature. Among these solutions, only watermarking technologies can protect the digital content after been received by a user.
Digital watermarking is an advantageous solution to aforementioned issues (Cheddad, A., Condell, J., Curran, K., & Mc Kevitt, P, 2010) . Image watermarking technologies consist on hiding secret information in an image called original image or host image. The inserted information is called watermark, and the image where the watermark is inserted, is called watermarked image or protected image. Thereafter, the watermark could be extracted or detected in order to use it if necessary to verify ownership and/or to distinguish product user.
According to human perception, watermarking schemes can be classified as visible or invisible watermarking. A Visible watermarking scheme means that the watermark can be seen on the protected image by human perception. For a better protection, the inserted watermark should be invisible. Indeed, a visible watermark can easily be modified or erased by another watermark. Thereby, ensuring the invisibility of the watermark returns to respect the visual quality of the proposed product. For this reason, several existing watermarking schemes as the proposed watermarking scheme in this paper tend to perform insertion into the less sensitive areas of interest to the human perception.
Digital image watermarking is performed in spatial or frequency domains. Spatial domain schemes are based on direct manipulation of pixels to embed a watermark. Such schemes are simple and fast to implement, although they are not robust against the majority of attacks. Compared to the spatial domain, transform domain schemes, for instance discrete wavelet transforms (DWT), discrete cosine transforms (DCT), and Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), and Fourier-Mellin transform, singular value decomposition (SVD), are more robust against attacks. This is due to the fact that the image is transformed to its frequency representation to embed the watermark.
Several watermarking schemes using different concepts are proposed in the literature. Authors in (W. Lin, S. Horng, T. Kao, P. Fan, C. Lee, Y. Pan, 2008) , Propose a scheme based on significant difference of wavelet coefficient quantization. DWT has also attracted interest, (B. Ma, Y. Wang, C. Li, Z. Zhang, D. Huang, 2012) designed a robust watermarking method where the watermark is distributed on the maximum positive and minimum negative coefficients. (S. Wang, Y. Lin, 2004) proposed a wavelet-tree-based watermarking scheme; the wavelet coefficients are grouped into so-called super trees. The insertion is done by quantizing super trees. (W. Lin, Y. Wang, S. Horng, T. Kao, Y. Pan, 2009 ) enhances the robustness of the scheme by inserting the watermark in the local maximum coefficient. (Li, C., Zhang, Z., Wang, Y., Ma, B., & Huang, D., 2015) designed a scheme that represents a dither modulation of significant amplitude difference for wavelet based robust watermarking. Differently from the above schemes, (Yahya, A. N., Jalab, H. A., Wahid, A., & Noor, R. M., 2015) use discrete wavelet and probabilistic neural network to guarantee the robustness while preserving good impeccability. By combining Fuzzy Logic and Discrete Cosine Transform, (Jagadeesh, B., Kumar, P. R., & Reddy, P. C, 2015) realize a robust digital image watermarking technique. (Agarwal, C., Mishra, A., & Sharma, A, 2015) implement a robust image watermarking scheme to embed a permuted binary watermark in gray-scale images.
Based on steerable pyramid and the original image content, this paper proposes a robust watermarking scheme. Firstly steerable pyramid transform is used to decompose the original image into several subbands to choose the low subband that will carry the watermark image. Areas to be watermarked are chosen based on the image contents that are less sensitive to the human eye. The embedding of the watermark image is performed in high frequency components of the original image that are extracted by using Sobel-Feldman operator to extract. After embedding the watermark image, the inverse steerable pyramid is performed to get the watermarked image.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the steerable pyramid transform which is a multi-scale, multi-orientation transform. Section 3 covers the details of the watermark insertion and detection scheme. Results in Section 4 will show the high performance of our scheme in terms of robustness and impermeability. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
Embedding Domain
In the proposed watermarking scheme, the watermark image is inserted in multiresolution domain that represents a very interesting watermarking space. In this approach, the original image is sub-sampling recursively until reaching the desire result. The original image is filtered using a low pass filter to forming a new image whose size is four times smaller. This process attempts to mimic the natural mechanism of resolution visual loss effect.
In this paper, we use the Steerable Pyramid transform introduced by (Freeman, W. T., & Adelson, E. H, 1991) as the embedding domain for our proposed watermarking scheme as we did for several watermarking schemes that are already published in the literature. Among them, we can cite the following works, In we presented a robust scheme using steerable pyramide, to embed the watermark, firsty the steerable pyramid transform is applied on the both of the watermark and host image. Then deferently to others scheme we choose to insert the watermark on all levels and all orientations of the pyramid. This scheme is robust against cropping attack, for the reason that the watermark is inserted several times, the watermark is detected from the remaining part. In (Hossaini, E., El Arab, A., El Aroussi, M., Jamali, K., Mbarki, S., & Wahbi, M. (2014), we presented a new, robust digital watermarking scheme for ownership protection. In the watermarking process and after performing steerable pyramid on the original image, two independent streams representing the watermark are embedded in low and mid-frequency of DCT components. Watermark detection is based on comparison result between Pearson product moment correlations of the two independent streams with each watermarked block. In (El Hossaini, A. E. A., El Aroussi, M., Jamali, K., Mbarki, S., & Wahbi, M, 2014), we proposed a highly robust digital image watermarking scheme based on steerable pyramid transform and dual encryption technique. Before the embedding process a pretreatment on the watermark image is performed to enhance the security using Arnold transform and a proposed encryption function. The host image is decomposed into steerable pyramid coefficients and the low-subband is selected to receive the encrypted watermark. The same Keys used during the embedding process are also used during the extraction process. Unlike traditional watermarking schemes, in (El Hossaini, A. E. A., El Aroussi, M., Jamali, K., Mbarki, S., & Wahbi, M, 2016) we proposed a watermarking method that does not alter the original image by embedding the watermark image. Steerable pyramid transform is performed on the original image, and the low sub-band is selected. The watermark image is divided into two random looking images, called private and public shares using the visual secret sharing scheme and the selected low sub-band features. To reveal the watermark image, the two shares are stacked together.
www.ccsenet.org/cis Computer and Information Science Vol. 9, No. 2; In(Jamali, K., El Aroussi, M., El Hossaini, A. E. A., Mbarki, S., & Wahbi, M, 2014) we presented a robust scheme using steerable pyramide, to embed the watermark, firsty the steerable pyramid transform is applied on the both of the watermark and host image. Then deferently to others scheme we choose to insert the watermark on all levels and all orientations of the pyramid. This scheme is robust against cropping attack, for the reason that the watermark is inserted several times, the watermark is detected from the remaining portion.
The Steerable Pyramid transform is a linear multi-scale, multi-orientation image decomposition that provides a useful front-end for image-processing and computer vision applications (Freeman, W. T., & Adelson, E. H, 1991) . Unlike other existing pyramid transform as laplacian pyramid and Gaussian pyramid, the number of scales and directions is variable.
The block diagrams for analysis and synthesis decomposition are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 . The steerable pyramid transform uses three types of filters: low-pass (L0), high-pass (H0), and pass-bands (B0... BK). By using the low-pass and high-pass filters, the image is separated into low and high-pass subbands. Then, the lowpass subband is further decomposed into a set of oriented band-pass subbands and a low-pass subband. And finaly, this low-pass subband is subsampled by a factor of 2 in the X and Y directions, and a new decomposition is performed until reaching the scale fixed by the user. 
The Proposed Watermarking Scheme
In general, a watermarking scheme is divided into two basic parts: the embedding and the detection of the watermark.
The embedding process aims to insert some information in a digital document to identify its owner later. This process requires the original image to be protected and the watermark image related to the digital document's owner. Another optional parameter called secret key may be used if necessary in some cases where the proposed www.ccsenet.org/cis Computer and Information Science Vol. 9, No. 2; watermarking schemes needs to scramble the watermark image to overcome some securities issues. The secret key could be used also to formatting the watermark image or to locating areas in which the embedding process should be performed (Lee, C. H., & Lee, Y. K, 1999) .
The embedding process in our proposed watermarking scheme needs the original image, the watermark image and the threshold value used by Sobel-Feldman operator to extract the original image features. The embedding of the watermark image is performed in high frequency components of the original image. These components are represented by edges which give details to images and make the watermark scheme more robust to the majority of attack because these details will remain present in the watermarked image even if several degradations occur on it. Moreover, digital image pirates will not be interested in stealing an image that has being seriously distorted (because it becomes worthless).
The proposed watermarking scheme in this article is classified as non-blind watermarking schemes. To extract the watermark image previously inserted in the original image, the watermark extraction process needs the original image, the watermarked image and the secret key represented by the threshold value used by Sobel-Feldman operator. 
Watermark Embedding Process
The process of watermark embedding is shown in Figure 3 , and the detailed algorithm is given as follows:
Step 1) The low subband Lsb is selected after decomposing the original image Oi into several subbands using one scale and two orientations steerable pyramid transform. Step 2) Based on threshold value T1, the low subband features Lsf are extracted by performing Sobel-Feldman operator.
( )
Step 3) The watermark image can be inserted several times in the original image if its size is less than the total number of extracted edge pixels. The watermark image Wo is formatted to a new Watermark image Wr using a redundancy process that duplicate the original image R times. 
Where R is the number of watermark redundancy.
Step 4) for each edge pizels location in Lsf the equation 3 is used to embed the formatted watermark's bit of value 1 and equation 4 is used to embed the formatted watermark's bit of value 0.
alpha : is the watermark strength that must be adjusted to compromise between robustness and visibility of the watermark.
L sbw (i,j)
: represent a pixel value in the watermarked low subband.
L sb (i,j)
: represent a pixel value in the original low subband.
i,j : represent edge pizels location in Lsf.
Step 5) After rearranging each subband to its initial location, the watermarked image is obtained by performing the inverse steerable pyramid transform.
Watermark Extraction Process
The process of watermark extraction is shown in Figure 4 , and the detailed algorithm is given as follows:
Step 1) The low subband L sb is selected after decomposing the original image O i into several subbands using one scale and two orientations steerable pyramid transform.
Step 2) The same as the step 2 in the embedding process, the low subband features L sf are extracted by performing Sobel-Feldman operator.
Step 3) the same as step 3 in the embedding process, calculate the number R that represent the number of watermark redundancy.
Step 4) Construct an empty matrix W fe of size R times the size of the original watermark.
Step 5) The low subband L wsb is selected after decomposing the watermarked image O w into several subbands using one scale and two orientations steerable pyramid transform.
Step 6) for each edge pixels location in L sf , the formatted watermark W fe is extracted as follow:
Step 7) Divide the extracted W fe image into R blocks of the same size as the original watermark. Then calculate the average of the R blocks and perform a threshold to make a decision of each watermark's bit. , i
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Where W e is the extracted watermark, and (a,b) is the location of one pixel. 
Experimental Results
In this section we present the experimental results of the proposed watermarking scheme and we compare its performance with the results reported in other existing watermarking schemes.
To get optimal results, some tests are performed to choose optimal configuration settings for the proposed watermarking scheme. Table 1 and Table 2 present various results based on the quality of the obtained watermarked images and the extracted watermarks. These results are obtained by testing different number of filters and scales using the Einstein test image for Table 1 and the Cameraman test image for Table 2 . From results in Table 1 and Table 2 we can see that our algorithm obtains better performance when using: one scale / two filters, two scales / one filter and two scales / two filters. To make a decision about the number of scales and filters to use by our watermarking scheme, we performed more tests using other popular images (Goldhill, Lena, Peppers, Barbara and Baboon). These tests and its results are shown in Table 3 in which we used various parameters (one scale / two filters, two scales / one filter and two scales / two filters). By considering the quality of the obtained watermarked images and the extracted watermarks, the following parameters are selected for the steerable pyramid transform: number of filters = 2 and number of scales = 1.
Imperceptibility of the wWatermark
To evaluate the impact of the embedding process on the watermarked image in terms of imperceptibility, we applied our proposed watermarking scheme on seven grayscale images (Goldhill, Lena, Peppers, Barbara, Baboon, Einstein and Cameraman) using a binary watermark image represented by the letter "E". Table 3 displays the host image, the watermark image, the watermarked image and the extracted watermark. . In our experiments, The PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) values obtained are above 46 dB for all test images which demonstrates a high imperceptibility of the watermark method. 
Where N represents the number of pixels in the original (I) and watermarked ( Î ) image. 
Robustness
The robustness of the proposed technique is validated against several attacks like JPEG compression, rotation, Gaussian noise, Speckle noise, Salt and pepper noise, Gaussian filter, Median filter, Average filter, Sharpening and Cropping. The steerable pyramid parameters used in our experiments are: number of scales = 1 and number of orientations = 2. The test images used are: Lena, Cameraman, Einstein and Zelda. In this work, we used the normalized correlation (NC) to measure the similarity between the original W and the extracted watermark  W .
The Bit error rate (BER) is used too as the NC to evaluate the robustness of watermark. 
Where M is the total size of the watermark and ⊕ is the xor operator.
The NC values of the extracted watermarks are very close or equal to 1 for the majority of results and the BER values are close or equal to 0. These results demonstrate that our scheme is robust against all attacks used in these experiments. 
Comparison Results with Other Related Schemes
In order to assess the effeciency of the proposed watermarking scheme, results reported in some related other existing schemes (W. Lin, S. Horng, T. Kao, P. Our proposed watermarking scheme is compared to the other schemes based on the NC values reported in their results. Higher NC values indicate higher quality of the extracted watermark. As seen in Table 5, Table 6 and Table 7 , most of NC results for our proposed watermarking scheme are higher than those reported by other scheme and that demonstrates the robusteness of the proposed watermarking scheme is far better and proves superiority over the other watermarking schemes. The bold values indicate the best values comparing with the others.
Conclusion
In this paper, a robust watermarking scheme based on the original image content has been proposed and simulated. In this work, the steerable pyramid transform is used as an embedding domain due to its good spatial-frequency characteristics.
The experimental results of the proposed watermarking scheme have shown high perceptual quality of the watermarked image. In addition to the perceptual quality, our scheme achieves a good robustness against different intentional and non-intentional attacks.
